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AVIATION DVDS – CALENDARS
U.S. FIGHTER JETS - DVD

America's Fighter Jets has been added to the popular 
Topics Entertainment exclusive video products line. 
The 2-DVD "Doubleshot" Collector's Set includes: Jets 
of the U.S. Air Force Climb in the cockpit of an F-15 
Eagle or an F-16 Viper and fly off into the wild blue yon-
der. Experience the world of the U.S. Air Force combat 
pilot as you fly high over the arctic tundra monitoring 
Russian bombers and ride along in the cockpit over the 
sweltering desert of Iraq. Filled with wing to wing flying, 

strike missions and intensive training, you'll see what it's really like to be 
a sky warrior. Jets of the U.S. Navy and Marines They say it's the most 
heart pounding flying in the world with a zero margin for error and few 
chances to get it right. Journey from a little known base in the Nevada 
desert to the hostile skies on the other side of the world as you join the 
real "Top Guns" and streak through the skies in an F-14 Tomcat or F/A-
18 Hornet. You'll witness the intense training naval aviators endure long 
before ever heading to sea and the skill required to make contact with a 
pitching carrier deck in the middle of the ocean. Total runtime approxi-
mately 2 hours. P/N 13-06256 ..........................

ASA AMERICA’S FIGHTING JETS - DVD
Exciting 4-DVD set — the definitive series on the aircraft 
that daily stand on guard in defense of freedom.  Anoth-
er title in the popular Topics Entertainment video series, 
America’s Fighting Jets is the definitive DVD set on the 
aircraft that daily stand on guard in defense of freedom. 
Feel the G forces and the sweat on your forehead as you 
streak through the sky in aerial combat. Experience the 
world of U.S. combat pilots as you fly over the arctic tun-
dra and desert sand in jets of the Air Force, Navy, and 

Marine Corps. Watch the intense training and heart-pounding missions 
of the Top Guns pilots. Journey back in time and examine the amazing 
jets that protected North America and fought aerial battles during an era 
of high stakes nuclear stand off. These DVDs feature stunning, archival 
footage of planes, pilots and crew in action, and offer a fascinating look 
into the intense world of F-15 Eagles, F-14, F/A-18, Stealth Fighters, 
Vipers and more. Runtime approx. 180 minutes  This 4-DVD box set is 
an $80 value if sold separately and includes these exciting DVD titles (45 
minutes each) in a beautiful printed package—ideal for gift-giving: * Jets 
of the Air Force * Jets of the US Navy and Marines * Jets of the Cold War 
* Unusual Jets P/N 13-05832 ..........................

ASA FIGHTER PILOTS - DVD
See the training that today’s fighter pilots need to fly 
these exotic aircraft. Get a detailed look at the systems 
and weapons on the world’s most popular multi-mission 
fighter aircraft.
Fly with Top Gun F-14 Tomcats as you’re blasted off a 
modern day super aircraft carrier. Experience the F-16 
Fighting Falcon and meet the pilots who made it a true 
multi-role fighter in the Gulf War. Ride along in the cock-
pit of the F-15 Eagle during gut-wrenching dogfights 

and supersonic low-level attacks. Patrol the skies over Iraq in an F/A-18 
Hornet as pilots destroy real Iraqi MiGs. 4-DVD set, total runtime approx. 
280 min. P/N 13-05837 ..........................

SUMMER THUNDER–DVD
This 4-DVD set lets you fly into the danger zone with the 
Thunderbirds and Blue Angels aerobatics teams.
Summer Thunder on DVD: aerial artistry and death-
defying demonstrations! 4 Complete Videos Get an in-
side look at the Thunderbirds F-16 Fighting Falcon. Ride 
along with the Blue Angels as they perform their aerial 
acrobatics and trace their history through past show foot-

age and interviews with the pilots. Finally, take a look at the next genera-
tion of aircraft with a ride in the F/A-18 Super Hornet. Experience the 
legendary skill that make the Thunderbirds and Blue Angels the best of 
the best. Packed with non-stop aerial action, brought to you by the men 
and women of the U.S. Navy and U.S. Marine Corps. Runtime approx. 
140 minutes on 4 DVDs. P/N 13-05834 ..........................

AVIATION ACTION - DVD
Exciting DVD coverage of top air show teams from 
around the world packaged together on 4 DVDs. With 
featured maneuvers from top flight teams from the USA, 
Canada, France, and Brazil, Aviation Action packs ex-
citement into this incredible high-altitude footage. Arrow 
Through the Heart pays tribute to the Italian Jet Team, 
showcasing a perfect aerial performance the day before 

deadly tragedy struck. And altitude meets attitude in Thunderbirds: Skies 
of Thunder, the exhilarating point-of-view film that puts you in the cockpit 
with the Air Force. Finally, The Blues & The Birds demonstrates just what 
it’s like to accompany the Blue Angels and the Thunderbirds in air show 
performance. Runtime approx. 150 min. P/N 13-05833 ..........................

MILITARY AIR POWER - DVD
This 4-DVD set gives you an in-depth look at some of 
the U.S. military’s most powerful weapons. The flight ac-
tion never stops in Military Air Power, a collection of mili-
tary aircraft videos. Wings of Silver offers up the highs 
and the “lows” of United States Air Force prowess, on 
low-level strikes and at heights of 30,000 feet. Wings of 
Gold showcases high-speed aircraft carrier flight opera-

tions and a thrilling demonstration from the Blue Angels. Fly along in the 
world’s most technologically advanced fighter aircraft as you battle an 
enemy MiG in Thunder from Above. Finally, Nightstalkers exposes the 
complete story of the U.S. government’s military Stealth aircraft program. 
It’s altitude with attitude on DVD. Runtime approx. 240 min..
 P/N 13-05836 ..........................

WINGS OF FREEDOM (4-DVD SET)
An in depth, real-life account of America’s finest flight 
squads of the Air Force, Navy and Marine Corps. Climb 
into the cockpit with the Blue Angels and Thunderbirds 
and take off on a whirlwind adventure through the skies 
at blazing speeds. Cameras placed inside the cockpit 
provide a first-hand account of what it’s like to be one 
of chosen few who maneuver these planes, as you soar 
through the skies with highly trained pilots. Learn the 
history of both teams from their inaugural flight to pres-

ent day combat battles. P/N 13-06718 ..........................

GHOSTS 2010 CALENDARS
Renowned aviation photographer Philip Makan-
na has captured the essence of this era in his 
GHOSTS of The Great War and A Time Remem-
bered -2010, a large-format calendar that features 
his stunning, air-to-air, color photographs.
Makanna has spent 32 years taking aviation pho-
tography to amazing heights. In this edition, his 
images depict the beginnings of military aviation 
with Bleriot's wing-warping Model XI, Fokker's 
"Spider", a web of wires and wood, and Sopwith's 
simple seaplane racer. The calendar continues 
through to the advanced aircraft that appeared at 
the war's end.
Stunning images and an evocative day-by-day 
history of the aviation (and related) events of the 

period combine to describe the beauty, the romance and the tragedy of 
military aviation's early days.
    * 12 Magnificent Color Photographs from
    * Master Aviation Photographer Philip Makanna
    * Each Month is Suitable for Framing
    * Unique Chronological History of the Aviation Events
    * Individual Aircraft Specifications & Silhouettes
    * Each Page: 20" x 14" Opens to 20" x 28"
Ghosts WWII- 2010 A time rememered.......P/N 13-01318 ...................... 
Ghosts WWI - 2010 The Great War ............P/N 13-06012 ......................
Ghosts of the Skies Book ............................P/N 13-01319 ......................
Ghosts of the Skies II Book .........................P/N 13-01957 ......................

P/N 13-01318

P/N 13-06012

THIS DAY IN WOMEN’S AVIATION
PAGE-A-DAY CALENDAR FOR 2010

Each entry in this page-a-day calendar tells the story 
of a remarkable accomplishment or important mile-
stone in women's aviation.
These are available for a limited time only, so order 
yours today!
 P/N 13-06344 ....................................

2010 AIRCRAFT CALENDARS
The most popular Aircraft calendars 
in the industry! With outstanding 
photos of aircraft in flight, this is truly 
a must for the aviation enthusiast. 6 
to choose from.

Military Jets 2010(shown) ..................... P/N 13-06589 ............................
Ghost Warbirds 2010............................ P/N 13-06588 ............................ 
Helicopter 2010 .................................... P/N 13-06590 ............................ 
Shock and Awe 2010............................ P/N 13-06591 ............................ 
General Aviation 2010 .......................... P/N 13-06592 ............................ 
Commercial Aircraft2010 ...................... P/N 13-06637 ............................


